[Positron emission tomography/magnetic resonance: Present and future].
PET/MRI has recently been introduced onto the market after several years of research and development. The simple notion of combining the molecular capabilities of the PET and its difference available radiotracers with the excellent tissue resolution of the MRI and wide range of multiparametric imaging techniques has generated great expectations upon the possible uses of this technology. Many challenges must be worked out. However, the most urgent one is the derivation of the MRI-based attenuation correction map. This is especially true because the PET/CT has already demonstrated a huge clinical impact within oncology, neurology and cardiology during its short existence. Despite these difficulties, research is being carried out at a rapid pace in the clinical setting in order to find areas in which the PET/MRI is superior to other existing imaging modalities. In the few initial publications found up to date that have analyzed its clinical role, areas have been identified where PET/CT can migrate to PET/MRI, even if only to suppress the CT scan's ionizing radiation. Nonetheless, there are many theoretical applications in which the PET/MRI can further improve the field of diagnostic imaging. In this article, we will review those applications, the evidence existing regarding the MRI and PET that support those premises as well as that which we have learned in the short period of one year with our experience using the PET/MRI.